The Submarine Way Affiliate Program
--------------------------------------------------------------------Who We ARE-----------------------------Mission:
Leadership development through the lens of inclusion in order to guide organizations to
embrace the power found in building on talents, creating an interdependent, collaborative culture while being
hyper focused on your core mission.
Vision:
To build a world full of inclusive leaders that appreciate others for the contributions they bring.
Value:
All of us are better than one of us which is why everyone matters if they contribute.
-------------------------------------------------------------Why We Are Successful-----------------------------------------------------------1- A vetted training system so powerful and unique it has published patent issued on it
2- No franchise fee’s no “cut” of revenue, you keep everything you make once certified minus only resource costs
3- A deep pool of resources integrated and deployed based on learning behavioral science
4- A strong brand and hyper focus on ONE area of expertise, leadership development through inclusion
5- Our Crew. They are screened, hand picked, passionate and expected to be interdependent and collaborative
6- We solve real problems such as collaboration, conflict, innovation, teaming and others, no theory, just results
-------------------------------------------------What is the Benefit To Becoming An Affiliate-----------------------------------------1 – You will be trained, and certified to deliver our four courses that make up our Core Compass I Program
2- Not one of thousands certified one of less than 100 on a patent protected suite of courses. UNIQUE
2- Access to our wealth of resources to set up and reinforce your work to ensure what is learned is applied
3- Access to our staff and our other Affiliates to share best practices, lessons learned and collective expertise
------------------------------------------Affiliation with The Submarine Way is not for Everyone----------------------------------You must possess the talent, drive and passion for helping each other and the world through a unique and
powerful system. Only about 35% of interested people are selected. 100% of them become certified.
Contact John Gregory Vincent directly and get any questions answered. 843.468.0470
.

www.thesubmarineway.com.
Email us at jgv@thesubmarineway.com

